Future climate of the Caribbean from a regional climate model
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ABSTRACT: Scenarios of rainfall and temperature changes for the period 2071–2100 under the A2 and B2 Special Report on Emissions scenarios are examined using the Hadley Centre Providing Regional Climates for Impacts Studies regional climate model. The model simulates ‘present-day’ (1979–1990) rainfall and temperature climatologies reasonably well, capturing the characteristic bimodality of Caribbean rainfall and the boreal summer maximum and winter minimum temperatures. Seasonal spatial patterns are also reproduced, but rainfall amounts are underestimated over the northern Caribbean island masses, including Cuba, Jamaica, Hispaniola and Puerto Rico. Temperatures over the region are also overestimated by 1–3°C. For the period 2071–2100, temperatures are projected to increase across the region by 1–4°C for all months irrespective of the scenario. The rainfall response varies with season with one of the more robust changes being an intensification of a gradient pattern in November–January, in which the northern Caribbean (i.e. north of 22°N) gets wetter and the southern Caribbean gets drier. There is also a robust June–October drying signal. The results point to changes in the regional circulation patterns due to the human-induced climate change and warrants further investigation. Copyright © 2010 Royal Meteorological Society
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1. Introduction

In recent times, due to both anthropogenic and natural effects, the earth’s climate has been changing. Globally, mean surface temperatures have increased by approximately 0.74 ± 0.18°C since the turn of the 19th century [Inter Governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report] (Solomon et al., 2007), with further increases projected through the end of the century. This will result in shifts in regional rainfall and temperature regimes and climate extremes (Solomon et al., 2007).

Station observations in the Caribbean (Figure 1) show a statistically significant warming trend over the latter half of the 20th century (Peterson et al., 2002). Future shifts in climate regimes will have implications for the developing states within the Caribbean given the climate sensitivity of their economies (Jury, 2009). Caribbean states largely rely on sectors such as tourism or agriculture for economic sustainability and growth. The generation of climate change projections and scenarios for the Caribbean at appropriate scales is therefore an important exercise particularly for long-term planning.

Global climate models (GCMs) are the most common tools for investigating climate change and making projections for the future. GCMs are mathematical representations of physical processes in the atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere and land surface. They represent the climate using a three-dimensional grid over the globe, typically with a horizontal resolution between 125 and 600 km, 10–20 vertical layers in the atmosphere and as many as 30 ocean layers. In recent decades, the evolution of GCMs has allowed for a much better scientific understanding of anthropogenic global climate change, much of which has been reported in the IPCC’s Assessment Reports (Solomon et al., 2007). In the Caribbean, GCM realizations have been used to project a 1–2°C temperature rise by the mid-2050s and increases in sea-surface temperatures and vertical windshear (Singh, 1997a, 1997b; Angeles et al., 2006) under a ‘business as usual’ scenario. Other GCM-based rainfall projections for the region suggest (1) a slight decline in annual rainfall (−6.8 ± 15.8%) (Nurse and Sem, 2001); (2) a slight increase in December–February rainfall (Nurse and Sem, 2001); (3) a decrease in June–August rainfall (Nurse and Sem, 2001); (4) an increase in early and late season rainfall (Angeles et al., 2006); (5) a decrease in annual rainy days (Nurse and Sem, 2001; Solomon et al., 2007) and (6) an increase in the daily intensity of rainfall (Nurse and Sem, 2001; Solomon et al., 2007). Gamble and Curtis
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(2008) present a review of Caribbean rainfall projections from GCMs.

The resolution of global models is, however, too coarse to provide information at the local and regional scales needed for vulnerability assessments and the development of local adaptation strategies (Aldrian et al., 2004; Xianfu, 2006). This is particularly true for the Caribbean as most of the small islands are not represented in the GCMs. Regionalization or downscaling techniques are therefore necessary for extracting finer scale information from GCM output, which may prove useful for the impacts and adaptation communities. Downscaling techniques can be classified into three categories: (1) high resolution and variable resolution ‘time-slice’ Atmosphere GCM experiments; (2) nested limited area (or regional) climate models (RCMs) and (3) empirical/statistical and statistical/dynamical methods (Mearns et al., 2003). Each category has its suitability depending on varying criteria including the scale of climate information that is required (see discussions by Wilby and Wigley, 1997; Mearns et al., 2003; Dobler and Ahrens, 2008).

This paper has its foundation in type (2) downscaling, and is an examination of climate change projections for the Caribbean region from the Hadley Centre HadRM3P model (Jones et al., 2004), which is the RCM within the Providing Regional Climates for Impacts Studies (PRECIS) model. For this study, the RCM is driven with boundary conditions from the HadAM3P GCM. Very few downscaling studies for the Caribbean are to be found in peer review literature (e.g. the sensitivity studies of Castro et al., 2006, using the International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) RegCM3 for the simulation of summer precipitation, temperature and local wind field). The authors are unaware of any studies detailing climate change scenarios for the Caribbean from RCMs. This study not only complements previous modelling work for the Caribbean, but, importantly, also documents for the first time RCM-derived future climates for the region.

The PRECIS regional model has been widely used to develop regional climate change scenarios worldwide and to study extremes (Moberg and Jones, 2004; Tadross et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006; Bloom et al., 2008; Kotroni et al., 2008; Islam et al., 2009; Marengo et al., 2009). Its choice for use in the Caribbean results from a deliberate collaborative effort to develop regional scenarios, which was initiated in 2003. The collaboration included institutions in four Caribbean countries (Belize, Jamaica, Cuba and Barbados) and was driven by the Caribbean Community Climate Change Centre. Details of the PRECIS-Caribbean project are given in Taylor et al. (2007). The overall aim is to use multiple RCMs and driving models to generate climate scenarios for the region, as is done in other parts of the world. The use of PRECIS represents an attempt not only to generate initial downscaled projections of climate change for the region, but also to build modelling capacity. The effort also allows for an evaluation of the PRECIS model’s ability to simulate the climate of the Caribbean region. This is also reported in this study.

The remainder of the paper is sectioned as follows. Section 2 describes the PRECIS RCM and the subset of model experiments performed. The section also details the datasets used for the validation of the model. Section 3 presents an evaluation of the model skill in simulating present-day Caribbean climate using selected fields. Section 4 examines the model projections and Section 5 presents the summary and discussion of the results.

2. Data and methodology

2.1. Model description

The study uses version 1.3 of the Hadley Centre’s regional climate modelling system – PRECIS. The PRECIS RCM is a dynamical downscaling atmospheric and
land surface model, which generates regional-scale climate scenarios at a minimum and maximum horizontal resolution of 25 and 50 km, respectively. The model, which is locatable over any part of the globe and is computationally inexpensive, can be used to diagnose a full range of meteorological variables at up to 19 levels of the atmosphere and surface variables on varying timescales. A description of the model’s physics is found in Jones et al. (2003, 2004).

In this study, lateral boundary conditions for the PRECIS RCM are from the global atmospheric GCM, HadAM3P, which has a horizontal resolution of 1.25° latitude × 1.875° longitude. The model formulation of the HadAM3P is the same as for the PRECIS RCM, thereby promoting consistency between high resolution and global model climate change projections. The PRECIS results reported in this paper derive from (1) a model simulated baseline spanning 1961–1990, which is considered representative of pre-industrialised climate, (2) a full range of different but equally plausible future climate scenarios for the 2071–2100 as gleaned from one realization consistent with each of the Special Report on Emissions (SRES) A2 and B2 emission scenarios, and (3) an actualised climate generated from the model driven by a reanalysis of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) dataset (ERA-15 hereafter) from 1979 to 1993.

The SRES scenarios are plausible representations of future emissions of greenhouse gases based on a coherent and internally consistent set of assumptions about driving forces such as demographics, socio-economic development and technological changes (Nakicenovic et al., 2000). The reanalysis simulation is used in the validation of the model. For all the simulations, the sea-surface boundary conditions are derived from recent past observations and from future SSTs formed from the addition of mean changes and trends calculated from the global coupled ocean–atmosphere GCM HadCM3 (Jones et al., 2004; Rowell, 2005).

2.2. Domain, data and methodology

Because of the region’s location, large-scale influences, which modulate the underlying climatology, come from both the tropical Atlantic and Pacific oceans. These include the north Atlantic subtropical High, the northeast trade wind regime, sea-surface temperatures and their gradients over the tropical Pacific and Atlantic, the Caribbean low-level jet, vertical shear and divergence within the basin, and the effects of transient tropical and extra-tropical systems (detailed reviews of Caribbean climate dynamics are found in the study of Jury, 2009; Gamble and Curtis 2008; Ashby et al., 2005). The model’s domain was chosen such that it represents an area large enough to allow the development of regional-scale circulations due to the above influences but not large enough to facilitate the RCM deviating from the GCM in the centre of the domain (Kumar et al., 2006). The PRECIS experiments were run at the 50 km resolution over 0°–36°N and 55°–120°W (Figure 1). The domain includes the Caribbean, Central America, Florida and the northern territories of South America.

In assessing the model’s ability to simulate regional seasonal variability, the baseline and ERA-15 driven model results are first compared with precipitation maps for the Caribbean extracted from the Climate Prediction Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) datasets (Xie and Arkin, 1997) and surface temperature maps obtained from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Centers for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis-1 dataset (Kalnay et al., 1996). The CMAP dataset is based on gauge observations, satellite estimates and model output constructed on a 2.5° longitude–latitude grid from 1979 to the present. The horizontal resolution for the reanalysis dataset is 2.5° × 2.5°. Because the Caribbean basin is largely ocean, the climatologies of individual islands are to a large extent determined by their location in the background spatial patterns. Consequently, these initial comparisons evaluate the model’s ability to capture seasonal variability in the large-scale patterns over the Caribbean basin (a must for any model used over the region), even though it is recognized that the resolutions of the validating datasets are too coarse to enable comparison of the finer details produced by the PRECIS model (Castro et al., 2006).

Validation at the scale of the model is however important as further sub-regional climatological variations across the islands are induced by (among other things) the impact of orography and the orientation of the islands (see Hastenrath, 1976; Chen et al., 1997; Gianinni et al., 2000; Chen and Taylor, 2002; Taylor et al., 2002 for more on Caribbean climatology). Ideally validation at the RCM scale is done by comparison to station observations, but Caribbean station data are notoriously sparse. Consequently, evaluation of the model biases for seasonal precipitation and temperature fields were done using difference maps between a 0.5° × 0.5° observational dataset from the Climatic Research Unit (CRU) (New et al., 2001) and both the ERA-15 and baseline simulations.

Simulated and observed monthly, seasonal and annual time series were also computed for present-day and future periods by averaging over the whole domain (temperature) or over 10°–20°N and 65°–83°W (rainfall). The latter domain coincides with the Caribbean rainfall index of Taylor et al. (2002) (Figure 1). The seasons used were February–April (FMA), May–July (MJJ), August–October (ASO) and November–January (NDJ) to be consistent with the seasonality of the region as identified by Chen and Taylor (2002).

In determining climate change scenarios for the region, the absolute change in temperature and percentage change in precipitation for the period 2071–2100 relative to the simulated baseline under the A2 and B2 SRES scenarios were also computed. The changes are depicted using plots of monthly, seasonal and annual change values for the
Table I. List of extreme indices and their associated meanings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consecutive dry days (CDD)</td>
<td>Maximum number of consecutive days with RR &lt; 1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of heavy precipitation days (R10)</td>
<td>Annual count of days when PRCP &gt;= 10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum 5-day precipitation amount (Rx5 day)</td>
<td>Monthly maximum consecutive 5-day precipitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very wet days (R95p)</td>
<td>Annual total PRCP when RR &gt; 95th percentile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool nights (TN10p)</td>
<td>Percentage of days when TN &lt; 10th percentile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool days (TX10p)</td>
<td>Percentage of days when TX &lt; 10th percentile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm nights (TN90p)</td>
<td>Percentage of days when TN &gt; 90th percentile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm days (TX90p)</td>
<td>Percentage of days when TX &gt; 90th percentile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Metadata for eight Caribbean stations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Metadata</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Le Raizet</td>
<td>Guadeloupe</td>
<td>16.27N 61.60W</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freeport</td>
<td>Bahamas</td>
<td>26.55N 78.70W</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worthy Park</td>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>18.50N 77.92W</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catie</td>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>9.90N 63.75W</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casa Blanca</td>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>23.17N 82.35W</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santa Rosa de Copan</td>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>14.78N 88.78W</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picaro Iap</td>
<td>Trinidad &amp; Tobago</td>
<td>10.37N 61.21W</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewanorra</td>
<td>St. Lucia</td>
<td>13.75N 60.95W</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Caribbean rainfall and temperature indices defined above and using seasonal and annual spatial maps.

Finally, an attempt was made to assess the model’s ability to (1) simulate current trends in climate extremes and (2) project changes in the extremes. The validation was hampered by the sparse station data distribution in the region and in the end eight indices representative of short term climate events were calculated for eight stations, which had daily time series of reasonable lengths (20 or more years). The indices are listed in Table I and the stations are given in Table II. Future changes in the indices for the same stations were also calculated for the A2 and B2 scenarios. Because of the limited sample, caution is taken in interpreting the results.

3. Model validation

3.1. Precipitation

The PRECIS model demonstrates reasonable skill in reproducing the global-scale climatological patterns of precipitation across the Caribbean basin. The main feature of precipitation over the Caribbean is a well-defined annual cycle, which exhibits maximum precipitation from May through November and a dry period peaking in February–March. The wet season is also bimodal (Chen et al., 1997) with peaks in May–June (early season) and August–October (late season). The latter peak coincides with peak hurricane activity.

Figure 2 shows the seasonal rainfall patterns from CMAP (row 1), PRECIS model simulated baseline (row 2) and for CRU minus model simulated baseline (row 3). All maps are for the period 1979–1990, which is the common period of overlap for all the three datasets. The precipitation analyses are also restricted to a 5°–28°N and 57°–90°W domain because of our primary interest in the Caribbean. The large-scale seasonal variability in the Caribbean basin is well simulated by the model. There is a clear shift towards greater rainfall amounts with the onset of the rainfall season in MJJ (row 2) and the basin is driest in FMA.

The spatial patterns of each season are also equally well simulated. The zonal band of dryness which spans the Caribbean basin and the Caribbean coastline of Central America in FMA (between 10°N and 25°N) is evident in the model. In the wet seasons (MJJ and ASO), the precipitation centre off the Caribbean coastline of Panama associated with the Caribbean low-level jet (Whyte et al., 2008) is captured, as well as heavy rainfall in the equatorial Pacific (lower left corner of the domain). The dry belt over the southern Caribbean Netherlands Antilles islands is also simulated for all seasons except NDJ, which is in keeping with the climatology of those islands (Martis et al., 2002). The model however extends the area of wetness associated with the southwestern Caribbean basin in NDJ further eastward, and places a larger rainfall maximum than seen in the CMAP dataset just east of Trinidad and Tobago. The benefit of the greater resolution in differentiating finer scale features, particularly over Caribbean landmasses, is also to be noted.

The difference maps depicting CRU observations minus model baseline (row 3) suggest that over most of
the domain shown, regardless of season, the model underestimates precipitation. The only place where the model overestimates precipitation is over portions of northern South America, i.e. over northern Columbia for all seasons and over north western Venezuela in NDJ and ASO. The patterns over northern South America are similar to those shown by Alves and Marengo (2009) in winter and summer validation maps for the continent using the PRECIS model. The model also produces more rainfall than observed over Panama and the Pacific coast of Guatemala in NDJ.

Over the Caribbean region, the model’s dry bias is evident in all seasons over all island masses. PRECIS is consistent in simulating 1–2 mm/day less rainfall over Cuba, Hispaniola, Jamaica and Puerto Rico for all seasons. Alves and Marengo (2009) note that rainfall underestimations in PRECIS are likely related to poor representation of some components of the hydrological cycle (soil moisture, surface fluxes and vegetation types) or the convective parameterization. It is also noted that the maps in row 3 were essentially the same whether the differences were with respect to the simulated baseline or the model simulations using ERA reanalysis. For this reason the latter differences are not shown.

Finally, quantitative estimates of the model’s precipitation biases and a more detailed analysis of its mean annual cycle are obtained from Figure 3. Figure 3(a) shows the simulated, observed (CRU) and CMAP reanalysis rainfall climatologies averaged over the Caribbean index region defined earlier (Figure 1). In the case of CRU only the land points in the domain are averaged. Key characteristics of the rainfall climatology, which are reproduced by the RCM include (1) lowest rainfall amounts at the start of the year; (2) distinct early (MJJ) and late wet seasons (ASO) and (3) a mid-summer rainfall minimum in July (Chen et al., 1997; Chen and Taylor, 2002). However, also evident is an overestimation of rainfall amounts in the late rainfall season months of October and November. The overestimation, though seemingly incongruous with the dry bias for the Caribbean noted earlier, is as a result of the rainfall maximum simulated over the waters south of Jamaica in NDJ (Figure 2), which falls within the Caribbean index domain. If only land points are averaged for the RCM, then the simulated late season values become comparable with the observed.

3.2. Temperature

The seasonal variability and general patterns associated with temperature are also well captured by the model. Figure 4 shows seasonal temperature patterns from NCEP (row 1) and PRECIS model simulated baseline (row 2).
For consistency with the precipitation maps shown previously, the averaging period is 1979–1990. The PRECIS model captures the peak in Caribbean temperatures in August–September, and the gradient pattern of a cool north but warmer south Caribbean in NDJ and FMA. Also captured are the appearance, eastward advancement and subsequent retreat of the Caribbean warm pool from May through December (Wang and Enfield, 2001). As seen in the model, the warm pool appears first in the western Caribbean Sea in MJJ and eventually engulfs the region by the late rainfall season (ASO). In general, seasonal temperatures across the Caribbean basin are overestimated by 1–2 °C (with respect to NCEP) with some underestimation evident over Central America and portions of South America. Topography influenced variability (particularly over the higher altitude regions of Central and South America) is also discernible due to the finer scale of the regional model.

Figure 4 also shows the model biases with respect to the CRU observations (row 3). Again, the CRU minus ERA driven model maps are not shown due to their similarity. The cold bias over Central America and northern South America and the warm bias over the Caribbean are better depicted. The model underestimates temperatures by 1–2 °C over much of Central America except for the Yucatan Peninsula where there is an overestimation (up to 3 °C in FMA). Similarly, over northern South America, model simulated temperatures are up to 3 °C cooler, except for north Central Columbia, and coastal and northeastern Venezuela, where overestimation reaches up to 4 °C. The cold bias of the PRECIS model over South America is also seen in the maps of Alves and Marengo (2009). Over the Caribbean land masses, model temperatures are warmer than observations by approximately 1–4 °C dependent on season. The warm bias is greatest in the FMA and least in NDJ.
Figure 3(b) indicates that the PRECIS RCM averaged over the entire domain reproduces the mean annual variation in temperature with the lowest temperatures occurring during the boreal winter months (December–February) and maximum during the boreal summer (July–September). The effective annual temperature range is also captured approximately 2.6 °C (model) versus 2.4 °C (observed). The model, however, overestimates NCEP–NCAR mean monthly temperatures by between 1 and 1.7 °C. The difference is greatest for boreal winter months and least for boreal summer months.

3.3. Extremes

Of the eight extreme indices analysed, only the simulated temperature extremes (TN10p, TX10p, TN90p, TX90p) bear any similarity to extremes calculated using daily data from the eight stations listed in Table II (not shown). TN90p and TN10p (TX90p and TX10p) are respective measures of the occurrence of very hot and cold nights (days). Whereas, the magnitudes of the RCM-derived temperature extremes were not comparable, the time series of their annual variation for overlapping periods were significantly correlated for most stations (not shown). For TN90p, correlations were significant and high (>=0.60) for seven of the eight stations. The simulated temperature indices also showed increasing linear trends for the baseline period, though not all the linear trends were significant. An increasing linear trend is also noted by Peterson et al. (2002) for similar temperature indices calculated for the Caribbean basin as a whole.

There were, however, few similarities between the magnitudes and trends for the three rainfall indices and one dryness index when calculated using model and observed data. There are inherent difficulties in correctly simulating daily rainfall in any model, and the problem is compounded by the fact that the comparisons here are between grid box values and single data points. Table III shows the calculated magnitudes of R95, R10, Rx5 and CDD for the eight stations and for their corresponding model grid boxes. The first three indices are indicators of rainfall intensity and the last is a measure of dryness. A plus (minus) sign is placed beside each calculated value to indicate whether the general trend is increasing (decreasing) over the periods of analysis. None of the trends is, however, significant due to the strong interannual variability associated with the rainfall indices. A similar thing is noted by Peterson et al. (2002) for similar mean Caribbean rainfall indices that they calculated.
Table III. Table showing calculated magnitudes of rainfall extreme indices: R95, R10, Rx5 and CDD for eight Caribbean stations and for their corresponding grid boxes from ERA15 and baseline simulations respectively. The plus '+' and minus '−' signs represent a positive or negative linear trend, respectively, over the period of observation or simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bahamas</td>
<td>23.30</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>168.14</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>14.68</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>77.11</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>30.60</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>172.76</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guadeloupe</td>
<td>30.60</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>172.76</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>30.60</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>172.76</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>115.75</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Lucia</td>
<td>21.50</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>115.75</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>16.73</td>
<td>14.93</td>
<td>149.57</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td>+ + + +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The signs of the modelled rainfall extremes suggest a tendency towards decreasing heavy rainfall and increasing dry days over the baseline period. It is the opposite tendencies, which are however reported by Peterson et al. (2002) and which are seemingly suggested by the station data. The model does not seemingly capture the rainfall extreme trends. We reiterate, however, that care must be taken when interpreting the results as only eight stations are analysed and the trends are not significant. A more detailed analysis of the model’s ability to simulate extremes will be the subject of a future paper.

4. Projections

Annual and seasonal projections under the A2 (medium high) and B2 (medium low) SRES emission scenarios for the period 2071–2100 relative to the model baseline (1961–1990) are examined. The A2 SRES scenario represents a very heterogeneous world with continuously increasing global population and regionally oriented economic growth that is more fragmented and slower in comparison to other scenarios. The B2 scenario represents an emphasis on local solutions to economic, social and environmental sustainability with continuously increasing population (lower than A2) and intermediate economic development (Nakićenović, 2000). Assuming stationarity in model biases, changes seen are primarily due to climate change.

Annual (panel a) and seasonal spatial patterns (panels b through e) of change are presented in Figures 5 and 6 for rainfall and temperature, respectively, for the A2 scenario. In general the change patterns are similar for the B2 scenario but with smaller magnitudes (not shown). Changes in the monthly, seasonal and annual values of the Caribbean index are also presented in panel F. As an indication of the robustness of the change, the standard deviation is also plotted in panel F for both rainfall and temperature. The standard deviation is calculated using the CMAP and NCEP datasets for the 1979–1990 period and is plotted as a measure of typical change due to natural variability.

4.1. Rainfall

4.1.1. Annual

With the exception of the far northern latitudes (i.e. southern Florida, the Bahamas and northern Cuba), projections show a decrease in annual rainfall under both A2 (Figure 5(a)) and B2 scenarios (not shown) for much of the Caribbean. The decrease ranges from 25–50% and is largest over the Lesser Antilles and the Central Caribbean basin, under the A2 scenario, including Jamaica and Puerto Rico (i.e. ∼10–20°N). The pattern of drying is similar under the B2 scenario, but the largest change (∼50%) is now located in the Netherland Antilles. Under both scenarios, the northern edge of the Caribbean is becoming wetter: ∼25% for A2 and between 0–25% for the B2 projections.
This spatial pattern of the changes is consistent with that obtained by Christensen et al. (2007) using 21 global models under the A1B SRES scenario. Of the 21 models, 15 models projected decreased annual rainfall over the Caribbean, excepting parts of the far north basin, from 2080–2099 relative to 1980–1999. Approximately ten models projected an increase over southern Florida. The results are also consistent with the annual precipitation decline projected by Nurse and Sem (2001). The annual rainfall total derived from the Caribbean index also shows a decrease of approximately 20% for the A2 Scenario [Figure 5(f)] and approximately 10% for the B2 Scenario (not shown). Though this lies within the range of GCM-based projected change for the region ($-6.8 \pm 15.8\%$) (Nurse and Sem, 2001), it is also comparable to the change seen in annual rainfall amounts in the recent historical record as indicated by the standard deviation (Figure 5(f)).

4.1.2. Seasonal

Projections of seasonal rainfall changes for the Caribbean for the period 2071–2100 under the A2 scenario are shown in Figure 5(b–e). The gradient pattern of a wetter
north–drier south Caribbean is a strong feature during the dry seasons NDJ and FMA. The projections indicate up to a 75% increase over the northern Caribbean (above 25°N) under the A2 scenario, even as the central Caribbean exhibits a strong decrease (~50%) in rainfall. The wetter north–drier south pattern is absent in MJJ when uniform drying (~50%) across the plotted domain is the trend, but begins to re-emerge in the late wet season (ASO). In ASO, the expance of wetness is, however, greatly reduced in comparison to NDJ and FMA. The significance of the projected wetter north–drier south pattern during the dry season is discussed in the following section.

A drier Caribbean during MJJ and ASO (Figure 5(d–e)) is also noteworthy. Angeles et al. (2006) similarly show decreased summer rainfall over Cuba by mid-century using a fully coupled GCM. Christensen et al. (2007) show a robust drier Caribbean by the 2090s for a June–August season. A mechanism for the projected summer drying has been proposed by Neelin et al. (2003). We also discuss the summer drying further in the following section.

Simulated changes in the seasonal and monthly indices [Figure 5(f)] indicate that the general tendency is for drying over the Caribbean and adjacent regions in three of the four defined seasons by the 2071–2100 period. The change exceeds that due to natural variability for both MJJ (~28 vs 15%) and ASO (~35 vs 17%). The monthly indices further suggest that the tendency towards drying is robust for the entire period June–October when all the monthly changes projected are clearly outside the range of natural variability.

4.2. Temperature

4.2.1. Annual

Temperatures are projected to increase over the Caribbean (including Central and South America) under both the A2 [Figure 6(a)] and B2 scenarios (not shown). Projections are for 2–5°C (2–4°C) rise over the Caribbean region under the A2 (B2) scenario. The larger Caribbean islands, i.e. Cuba, Jamaica and Hispaniola, exhibit the greatest warming. The annual temperature change scenarios are comparable with IPCC projections of 1.5–4.5°C increase in average global temperature (above pre-industrial levels) under the A1B by the end of the century (Solomon et al. 2007). The results also agree with increased temperatures projected using the Statistical DownScaling Model (Wilby et al., 2002) for stations in Trinidad (2.2°C/1.6°C), Barbados (2.3°C/0.7°C) and Jamaica (2.0–3.0°C/1.5–2.3°C) for the A2/B2 scenario (Chen et al., 2006).

The annual index shown in Figure 6(f) suggests an increase of approximately 2.9°C over the domain. The change is well outside the range of natural variability as indicated by the one standard deviation value.

4.2.2. Seasonal

The seasonal temperature projections [Figure 6(b–e)] show increased temperatures across the Caribbean region including Central America and northern South America. The warming is strongest over land, particularly over Cuba, Jamaica, Hispaniola, Central America and northern South America, where the increase is approximately 2–5°C (2–4°C) under the A2 (B2) scenario across all seasons. The seasonal indices [Figure 6(f)] show that FMA and NDJ exhibit the strongest temperature response, i.e. approximately 3.1 and 2.9°C, respectively, though across seasons the projections are within 0.5°C of each other. As for the annual index, the temperature change in all months and in all seasons (irrespective of scenario) far exceeds that due to natural variability.

4.2.3. Extremes

Figure 7(a) shows the map of the Caribbean on which bar plots of R95 (very wet days) and Rx5 (maximum 5-day precipitation) for seven of the eight stations are superimposed. The plots show the magnitude of the index averaged over the baseline and future periods. Figure 7(b) is identical but for R10 (number of heavy precipitation days) and CDD (consecutive dry days). The general pattern is such that the far northern Caribbean stations (Bahamas and Cuba) and the Honduras station show increases in rainfall intensity in the future. This is true for R95 and Rx5 for all three stations, and for R10 (except for Cuba, which shows marginal decline). The northern Caribbean stations also show a decline in consecutive dry days by the 2071–2100 period [Figure 7(b)]. The opposite pattern is true for the remaining Caribbean stations. All show a decrease in the rainfall intensity indices and an increase in the dryness index. The patterns indicated by the seven stations are consistent with the mean projections for the basin (Section 4.1). It seems that the wetter north–drier south pattern of the 2071–2100 period is characterized by more (less) intense rainfall and less (more) dry days in the northern (southern) Caribbean basin. We consider, what this may mean in the following section.

5. Summary and discussion

The aim of this paper was twofold: to evaluate the performance of the PRECIS model in simulating observed climate variability over the Caribbean and to use it to produce climate change scenarios for the region for the 2071–2100 period. The PRECIS RCM shows reasonable skill in simulating 'present-day' rainfall and temperature variability over the Caribbean and adjacent regions. The simulated temperature climatology reproduces the summer maximum–winter minimum temperatures but with a bias ranging from +1 to +1.7°C. The seasonal spatial patterns of temperature are also well simulated including the north–south temperature gradient in boreal winter months and the eastward expansion of the Caribbean warm pool from spring onwards.

Similarly, the simulated rainfall climatology of the central Caribbean basin (as represented by area averaged rainfall over the Caribbean index domain shown
in Figure 1) captures the bimodal characteristics of Caribbean rainfall though overestimating the late season peak rainfall and displacing the rainfall maximum to November. Both the overestimation and the displaced peak are seemingly due to the model’s eastward extension of a rainfall maximum found in the far southwest corner of the basin (off the coast of Panama) at this time, such that it now falls within the Caribbean index domain. This is seen in the seasonal maps of simulated rainfall (Figure 3). If, however, only land points are averaged, the overestimation disappears and the peak now occurs in October (not shown). Otherwise, the expected seasonal spatial patterns of rainfall for the Caribbean domain are well captured, notwithstanding a dry bias over the Caribbean island masses.

The placement of the NDJ rainfall maximum south of Jamaica in NDJ is interesting and suggests that the model may be over or underestimating the strength of the Caribbean low-level jet (CLLJ). The CLLJ is similarly located and influences rainfall totals in its Caribbean entrance and exit regions and along the Caribbean coast of Central America, as well as moisture flux to the southeastern United States (Wang, 2007; Munoz et al., 2008; Whyte et al., 2008). Calculations of the magnitude of the
The changes over land are larger than over open water, and the magnitude of the increase exceeds by far due to natural variability.

It is clear from the analysis that the projected changes, should they materialize, are indicative of altered dynamical circulation patterns in both the dry and wet seasons. These would in turn lead to changes in the intensity and frequency of rainfall events as indicated by the projected changes in the extreme indices. The changes in the atmospheric dynamics that govern Caribbean climate under a much warmer world scenario need to be further investigated. It must also be borne in mind that the changes depicted in this paper, though consistent with GCM projections for the region, derive from simulations from only one regional model. Future work must involve the use of additional RCMs to engender greater confidence in the projections.

The analysis, however, does highlight the additional detail obtainable from the use of an RCM, e.g. differential rainfall and heating over land versus ocean points or variable patterns over land due to orography. Such detail is not available from GCMs. Scope exists, therefore, for using the projections from PRECIS to deliver more refined climates for climate impact studies, in turn enabling more tailored adaptation options to the threat of climate change within the Caribbean region.
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